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MEANING
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Battery Energy Storage System
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European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the framework of GRIDSOL project, Work Package 5 (WP5) analysed the expected operation of Smart
Renewable Hubs (SRH) and GRIDSOL connected to the Continental European electric power system. The
focus of the performed evaluation has been twofold:
•
•

assessment of the possible revenues which SRH and GRIDSOL can obtain on the electricity markets
and the relevant operational costs;
assessment of their technical performance when operating connected to the European transmission
system.

The analysis aimed at identifying the power plant configurations able to provide the best benefits in terms
of profitability and technical services which can be offered to support the system. The assessment has
been carried out by means of simulations of the European electricity market through the usage of a Day
Ahead Market simulator developed by CESI and grid studies using commercial software and tools
prepared during the execution of the activities.
The most profitable power plant configurations turned out to be the one including PV and wind turbines
and a small portion of battery storage, which is able to ensure the lowest LCOE. Other set ups, with bigger
battery storage or considering the CSP with relevant Thermal Storage system and Steam and Gas Turbine,
are able to provide more flexibility in terms of control of active power production and possibility to
reduce/increase it, if required, but reach a lower profitability as the additional revenues achieved thanks
to the flexible services offered do not fully cover the higher investment costs.
In the simulated scenarios, flexibility is helpful to support the operation of the system and to concentrate
the production when most needed, but the value associated to these services is not high enough.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. S COPE
This document summarizes the activities carried out during the execution of the Work Package 5 (WP5),
highlighting the achieved results and the developed tools.

1.2. D OCUMENT S TRUCTURE /O UTLINE
This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the activities executed in the different Tasks of WP5, explaining the developed
methodology and the steps required to carry out the analysis.
Chapter 3 presents the main outcomes of the performed study. Market profitability outcomes, flexible
provided services, static analysis, dynamic analysis, power quality and other topics are presented and
discussed. An overview of the outcomes related to some sensitivity analysis and the impact that the
introduction of high quantity of GRIDSOL plants in the EU electrical power system would have is also
provided.
Chapter 4 concludes the Deliverable with the summary of the performed activities and the main findings,
which support the development of GRIDSOL/SRH plants.
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2. WORK PACKAGE ACTIVITIES
Work Package 5 starting date was set at the beginning of the GRIDSOL project. The activities were divided
in four different Tasks, plus the final preparation of this Executive Summary. In the next paragraphs, a
description of the activity foreseen in each Task is provided.

2.1. T ASK 1 AND T ASK 2
The first two Tasks included some preparatory activities necessary to carry out the main analyses of the
WP, foreseen in Task 3 and Task 4. In particular:
Task 1 aimed at identifying the available tools (software) and data to be used for the simulation of the
European electricity market and of the electrical behaviour of the whole power system. The Deliverable
D5.1 summarized the results of this activity, describing the relevant findings and highlighting possible
existing gaps with respect to what needed to perform the evaluation of the impact of GRIDSOL on the EU
electric power system at the target year 2030.
The scope of Task 2 was the definition of the detailed methodology to be applied in the simulations for
the assessment of the economic and technical performance of GRIDSOL operation. Deliverable D5.2
presented the description of the analysis proposed for the assessment of the feasibility and adequacy of
GRIDSOL plants in the EU power system. The overall activity was divided in two main parts, focused
respectively on the evaluation of the possible revenues the power plants can get from the electricity
markets and on the technical performances during the operation connected to the transmission system.
Moreover, an initial set of requirements for the connection of power plants to the network, based on
regulations released by European Commission and by the European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) has been prepared.
The finalization of the preparatory actions (software, input data and methodology) was necessary to start
the preparation of proper models of the EU power system and to run detailed simulations in order to
obtain, where possible, quantitative assessment of the results that GRIDSOL can reach.
During this process, a close collaboration with WP2 has been established, aimed at supporting the
definition of the optimal configuration for GRIDSOL in the different markets. Two different evaluations
have been carried out, assuming that the Gas Turbine (GT) of the GRIDSOL set-up uses natural gas or
biogas. As GRIDSOL includes the CSP plant, which turned out to be the most expensive part of the whole
system, it was decided to focus the assessment also on other possible mix of technologies, able to provide
flexible generation to support the power system operation, identified as generic Smart Renewable Hubs
(SRH). In particular, the configurations with PV (the cheapest resources among the analysed ones), wind
and battery storage (BESS) represented the most valuable alternative to have cheap production. In this
design, flexibility is directly connected to the amount of BESS considered, and two different levels have
been identified where possible: in a first case, a minimum amount of BESS ensures the minimum Levelised
Cost Of Energy (LCOE), thanks to the reduced CAPEX; in the second, the amount of BESS was increased
for a higher flexibility of the whole SRH, up to the value which caused the LCOE to be equal to the average
market price. The two solutions identified by WP2 have been called respectively “SRH Lowest LCOE” (or
SRHL) and “Flexible SRH” (or SRHF).
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The main schemes of the GRIDSOL and SRH configuration are the ones reported respectively in Figure 1
and Figure 2, while the set of configurations defined by WP2 provided as inputs for the economic and
technical analysis of WP5 is reported in Table 2.

F IGURE 1: GRIDSOL SCHEME
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Location

Puglia
IT

Extremadura
ESP

Peloponnese
GRC

Marseille
FRA

Faro
POR

Natural Gas-fuelled GRIDSOL
Wind Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

PV Power [MW]

70

175

70

68

105

BESS Power [MW]

2

10

10

10

10

BESS Capacity [h]

1

1

1

1

1

GT Power [MW]

5

10

10

10

10

ST Power [MW]

10

25

25

25

25

TESS Capacity [h]

9

11

6.5

8

3

Biogas- fuelled GRIDSOL
Wind Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

PV Power [MW]

70

175

70

70

105

BESS Power [MW]

2

10

10

10

10

BESS Capacity [h]

1

1

1

1

1

GT Power [MW]

5

10

10

10

10

ST Power [MW]

10

25

25

25

25

TESS Capacity [h]

5

12

5

10

5

SRH Lowest LCOE
Wind Power [MW]

2

2

2

2

2

PV Power [MW]

70

175

70

70

105

BESS Power [MW]

1

1

1

1

1

BESS Capacity [h]

1

1

0.5

1

1

GT Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

ST Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

TESS Capacity [h]

-

-

-

-

-

Flexible SRH
Wind Power [MW]

10

8

10

10

12

PV Power [MW]

70

175

52

70

105

BESS Power [MW]

10

18

81

64

21

BESS Capacity [h]

14

9

0.5

1.5

7

GT Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

ST Power [MW]

-

-

-

-

-

TESS Capacity [h]

-

-

-

-

-

T ABLE 2: C ONFIGURATIONS T ECHNICAL D ETAILS
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Once the optimal configurations have been defined by WP2 in the different markets, WP5 was in charge
to run the simulations of their impact on the EU power system, evaluating different operating conditions.

2.2. T ASK 3
In Task 3 the analysis focused on the evaluation of the possible revenues (and the relevant costs) which
the power plants can obtain from the participation to the electricity markets, in order to identify the most
profitable configurations among the provided ones. The simulations were carried out using the “Market
Simulator for GRIDSOL” (MSG) software developed by CESI during the GRIDSOL project, based on
PROMED/PROMEDGRID, a powerful tool, Background of CESI, used for wholesale electricity market
analysis. The optimization procedure performs, over one-year horizon, an optimal coordinated hourly
scheduling of the generation set of the whole power system, with the aim of minimizing the overall
generation cost or maximizing the market surplus (sum of the generator’s surplus, consumer’s surplus
and congestion surplus). The result of the simulation includes therefore the expected energy price profiles
in the different market zones, which is also used for the optimization of the GRIDSOL/SRH production to
maximize the revenues exploiting the flexibility to concentrate the production in the periods with highest
energy price.
Simulations boundaries of the Scenario include all the interconnected countries that together form the
European Network of Transmission System Operators. As far as the wholesale electricity market scenario
is concerned, information included in the “TYNDP 2018 Scenario Report” has been adopted [1]. It is worth
noting that all scenarios have been designed with the support of stakeholders representing, among
others, the industry, Member States and Regulators.
For the target year 2030, three different scenarios are available based on TYNDP 2018:
• Sustainable Transition (ST)
• Distributed Generation (DG)
• Global Climate Action (GCA)
They are characterized by different assumptions related to thermal merit order, demand consumption
and renewable penetration.

F IGURE 3: TYNDP 2018 SCENARIOS
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The Sustainable Transition scenario has been selected as reference scenario since it foresees a more
equilibrated and realistic generation mix and growth in terms of RES penetration, storage and load with
respect to the other ones. Distributed Generation and Global Climate Action have been considered for
further sensitivities analysis, as they were deemed to be more challenging and less close to future
European Electricity Market conditions evolution scenarios.
Among the European countries, the following areas were selected to perform the analysis for the
Continental case as they offer the best renewable resource for the development of GRIDSOL/SRH plants
which are mainly based on solar energy:

•
•
•
•
•

France: Marseille
Greece: Peloponnese
Italy: Puglia region
Spain: Extremadura
Portugal: Faro

F IGURE 4: S ELECTED TARGET COUNTRIES AND REGIONS

The results of the simulations, which provided the optimal production profiles of the different
technologies applied in the GRIDSOL/SRH power plants aimed at maximizing the revenues, were used also
to rank the different configurations depending on their profitability using the following Gross Margin
Index (GMI) index:

𝑮𝑴𝑰𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 =

𝑹𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 − 𝑭𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 − 𝑴𝒊,𝒄,𝒕
𝑬𝑨𝑪𝒊,𝒕

Where:
𝒊: index of the considered configuration of GRIDSOL/SRH
𝒄: index of the Country considered in the analysis
𝒕: specific Scenario year considered in the analysis
𝑮𝑴𝑰𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 : GMI index of the configuration 𝒊 in the Country 𝒄 in the year 𝒕
𝑹𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 : revenues on the day-ahead and ancillary services markets of the configuration 𝒊 in the year 𝒕 in the Country c
𝑭𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 : fuel consumption of the configuration 𝒊 in the year 𝒕 in the Country c
𝑴𝒊,𝒄,𝒕 : annual operation and maintenance expenditure of the configuration 𝒊 in the year 𝒕 in the Country c (calculated
based on information provided by WP2 and GRIDSOL/SRH production)
𝑬𝑨𝑪𝒊,𝒕 : equivalent annual cost of GRIDSOL/SRH
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The input required to the evaluation of the GMI index are related to the expected profit the analysed
power plant can obtain on Day Ahead Market (DAM) and Ancillary Services Market (ASM), and on
investment costs. With regard to the investment costs of different GRIDSOL/SRH configurations, they have
been provided by WP2, while concerning the profit, they have been calculated using the output
information from the simulations performed with MSG, on the basis of:
• the amount of expected produced energy for each part of the GRIDSOL plant
• the expected energy price profile
• the Operational costs, that include:
• fuel costs, based on the specific fuel consumption of GRIDSOL technology and fuel prices
• maintenance costs, obtained by the sum of a fixed value and a variable value related to the
produced energy. The fixed value and the coefficient for the variable part with respect to the actual
production are related to GRIDSOL/SRH characteristics (such as the technology and the plant
dimension).
Concerning the revenues from Ancillary Services Market, some assumptions have been made due to the
extremely diversified rules and logics currently used in the target Countries, to its continuous evolution
and to the lack of data and information applicable to 2030 scenarios. While the evolution path of the
ancillary market is difficult to be forecasted, the importance of the Ancillary Services Market is assumed
to increase in coming years thanks to some trends that are expected:
• Higher level of penetration of non-programmable renewable energy sources will increase the need of
balancing services (increase of the market volumes)
• The reduction of the share of programmable technologies (such as thermal generation that is displaced
by renewable generation) can increase the competition and therefore the expected revenues in the
market
It’s important to underline that the increase of transfer capacity among neighbouring market zone, the
participation of the demand, the new storage system and the non-programmable renewable energy
sources to ancillary services can increase the competitiveness and therefore reduce the cost of the
services offered in the ancillary market.
The main steps that have been then followed to calculate the possible revenues from ASM can be resumed
in the following steps:
• Definition of the list of services sourced in the ancillary services market of the target countries; for
each country and for different aspects of the targeted services, the specific features have been
identified. Main reference for the analysis is reported in [2];
• Evaluation of the average prices of ancillary services for the targeted countries on the basis of historical
data made available from TSOs, market operators and reports dealing with ancillary services;
• Calculation of the available reserve (upward/downward) on the basis of the DAM results provided by
MSG tool for each GRIDSOL/SRH configuration;
• Calculation of the expected revenues from the ASM taking also into account the probability for
GRIDSOL/SRH to be selected by the TSO to provide its services (this probability is lower than 100 %
because of the competitiveness that characterized the market);
• Integration of DAM and ASM expected revenues in order to calculate the Gross Margin Index for each
analyzed configuration and country.
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Some sensitivity analyses have been also carried out, assuming different European electricity market
scenario, different fuel and CO2 price or different investment costs for GRIDSOL/SRH plants. Also the
impact of an operational constraint affecting the flexibility of GRISDOL has been assessed, comparing the
revenues and the costs obtained in case one synchronous generator (ST and GT) at least must always be
in operation (main assumption, in order to ensure a higher possibility to provide ancillary services to the
system) and in case periods without any synchronous generation connected to the grid are accepted. This
last assumption increases GRIDSOL flexibility, which can better optimize the production only in periods
when there is highest economic convenience, thus improving also the profitability.
Finally, the assessment of the impact of a high number of GRIDSOL plants into the overall EU electricity
market in terms of Social Welfare variation and CO2 savings has been carried out. The introduction of
different GRIDSOL/SRH power plants is in fact supposed to facilitate competition and can have an
influence on the electricity market price, affecting the benefits which producers and consumers can have
by selling/buying activities.
Figure 5 graphically resumes the methodology that was finally defined in Deliverable 5.2.

F IGURE 5: M ETHODOLOGY SCHEMA

2.3. T ASK 4
In Task 4 the analysis focused on the evaluation the performances of GRIDSOL/SRH power plants
connected to the European transmission network in order to identify potentials, constraints and benefits
of both configurations. Static, dynamic and power quality analysis have been performed developing
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proper models and tools for the new power plants and also using commercial software, such as PSS/E (for
static and dynamic simulations) and DIgSILENT (for harmonic disturbance analysis).
Simulations have been carried out on the peak load scenario shown in the available European network
model, which represents the most critical condition of the system in terms of loading, voltage control and
risk for stability.
The aim of the different assessments carried out during the execution of the activity is to:
•
•
•

evaluate the impact of GRIDSOL/SRH power plant on the network, its technical performances and its
potential benefit to support the network operation;
identify possible opportunities and constraints about GRIDSOL/SRH application;
compare different GRIDSOL/SRH configurations by means of Key Performance Indicators (KPI), where
deemed possible and appropriate for the assessment.

The static analysis focused on the following:
•
•
•

Power flow analysis
Voltage support and GRIDSOL plant capability
Short circuit analysis

Where possible, KPIs have been defined to offer a quantitative assessment of the different power plants
configurations, in particular focused on the flexibility and the ability to support the system. Where useful,
the operation of the system with or without GRIDSOL has been compared, to better highlight the impact
of the new plant (for instance, for the calculation of the short circuit current increase).
The selected KPI evaluates the flexibility that the power plant can offer to the system by modifying its own
production without losing renewable energy but storing it, in order to make it available during hours
characterized by higher energy demand. This characteristic can be useful during the operation of the
power system to control power flows in case some lines are congestioned, without affecting the
renewable production. The KPI is defines as follows:
𝐾𝑃𝐼 =

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑇 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐺𝑇 + 2 ∗ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑆𝑇 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐺𝑇 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃𝑉 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑊𝐼𝑁𝐷 + 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆

where the different PmaxXXX refer to the maximum power of the generator of the XXX technology. It is
related only to the size and the design of the plant, and is not affected by the actual operation of the
plant.
Other KPIs were related to the ability to control the voltage at the PCC (looking for instance at the available
Q capability). As the voltage variation at the connection point depends on the particular local condition
of the power system, this analysis allows the ranking of different configuration at the same PCC, but not
a comparison between different countries.
The impact of the short circuit power is analysed looking at the short circuit current increase due to the
contribution by GRIDSOL/SRH plants when they are in operation.
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The dynamic simulations covered the following items:
•
•
•
•

Fault-Ride-Through Capability (FRTC)
Control of voltage at the PCC
Power-frequency support
Calculation of the Critical Clearing Time (CCT)

Assuming typical electrical behaviour of the different generators involved in the GRIDSOL/SRH power
plant, the simulations aimed at verifying the possibility to ride through the voltage dips and the
effectiveness of the voltage and active power control.
Finally, power quality analysis focused on the harmonic emission of the SRH power plants, due to the
presence of the power electronics connecting the devices (PV, BESS and wind turbines) to the plant grid
has been assessed.
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3. MAIN OUTCOMES
This chapter will focus on the main outcomes in terms of economic and technical performances of
GRIDSOL/SRH configuration and on their impact on the interconnected transmission grid of the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E).

3.1. A NALYSES O UTCOMES
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the assessment of GRIDSOL/SRH performances is based on the
Gross Margin Index key performances indicator, summarized in Table 3. The GMI allowed ranking the
performance of every configuration in each country and selecting the ones with highest values, hence
granting the higher profitability. A value of the GMI equal to 100% means that the revenues less the
operational costs of the corresponding configuration would result in a profit matching the assumed
discount rate. Higher values are associated to better profitability, while results lower than 100% indicate
that the configuration reaches a profitability lower than the assumed discount rate.

GMI1 [%]

GRIDSOL
Natural Gas

GRIDSOL
Biogas

SRH
Lowest LCOE

SRH
Flexible

Italy

93%

89%

171%

99%

Spain

61%

60%

87%

72%

France

61%

57%

155%

117%

Greece

70%

69%

190%

112%

Portugal

53%

52%

100%

78%

T ABLE 3: GMI RESULTS , 7.5% DISCOUNT RATE , 20 YEAR LIFETIME

The Gross Margin Index of the SRH cases generally assumes higher values with respect to the ones of the
GRIDSOL configurations in the same country. This means that, from an economic point of view, it is
possible to obtain better profitability avoiding the CSP and TESS components due to the high investment
costs. As regard SRH configuration, the best performing is the one obtained minimizing the LCOE on the
Day-Ahead Market: the additional revenues possible due to the increased flexibility in the Ancillary
Services Market are not enough to cover the higher investment costs needed to increase BESS.
As a general result, for all configurations DAM revenues are much higher than ASM revenues. This
specificity can be explained considering that:
• GRIDSOL power plant can provide high amount of downward reserve but a limited amount of upward
reserve because in general the production is already maximized on DAM
• GRIDSOL power plant must compete with many other power plant and for this reason the expected
activated reserve margin is very low

1

A lifetime of 20 years and a 7.5% discount rate have been assumed
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As a matter of facts, GMI depends on investment costs and this is reflected in the strong impact that a
different discount rate can have over the GMI. If a lower profit is accepted, GMI improves as the
equivalent annual cost reduces, and more power plants configurations might become profitable.

From the results presented, in none of the target countries the SRH flexible configuration (SRHF) or
GRIDSOL configurations have been identified as ‘best performing’, due to their low profitability index
value. On the other side, the additional flexibility possible with GRIDSOL/SRHF set up, even if not
economically valuable in the energy market, provide some benefits to the system which should be
considered.
To better assess the impact that this additional flexibility can provide to the system in some particular
network conditions, in Task 4 the analyses of the technical performance and the ability to support the
power system were carried out not only on the configuration with the best GMI (which corresponds to
the one with the highest probability to be realized, due to the better profitability), but also on the GRIDSOL
configuration fuelled with natural gas, and where appropriate also the SRHF.

Table 4 resumes the KPI values for all the considered GRIDSOL/SRH configurations. As expected, the
GRIDSOL configuration fuelled with natural gas provides, in all the countries, higher flexibility than the
SRH Lowest LCOE (SRHL) one, which is mainly based on renewable production (PV and wind) and has a
limited storage capacity with the BESS. The KPI for SRHF are higher than the ones relevant to SRHL, and
often even higher than GRIDSOL ones, thanks to the big size of the BESS.

T ABLE 4: L OAD FLOW KPI OF ALL THE CONSIDERED GRIDSOL CONFIGURATIONS

Country

Italy

France

Spain

Portugal

Greece

GRIDSOL/SRH
configuration
GRIDSOL NG
SRHL
SRHF
GRIDSOL NG
SRHL
SRHF
GRIDSOL NG
SRHL
SRHF
GRIDSOL NG
SRHL
SRHF
GRIDSOL NG
SRHL
SRHF
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KPI
0.22
0.03
0.22
0.50
0.03
0.89
0.30
0.01
0.18
0.40
0.02
0.30
0.50
0.03
1.13
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As far as voltage control and reactive power capability are concerned, all the analysed configurations are
able to reach good results, and, when compared at the same connection point (PCC), offer similar support,
with a small advantage of the GRIDSOL set up thanks to its wider power.
The absolute results of the ability to modify and control the voltage at the PCC in different countries may
vary considerably for the same GRIDSOL/SRH configuration because it strongly depends on the network
(the voltage of a node with high short circuit power is less sensible to reactive power variations than a
node in a weak region) and on the coordination with other generators electrically close to the
GRIDSOL/SRH plant.

With respect to the impact on short circuit power, GRIDSOL set up provides a higher contribution than
SRH due to the presence of the synchronous generators which in case of fault inject in the grid a current
up to five-six times the nominal current, while the power electronic converters present in the static
generators limits their injection up to the nominal current. Depending on the size of the different
generators, the increase of the short circuit power at the PCC caused by GRIDSOL can be between two
and four times the one due to SRH. The variation of short circuit power can be positive in weak areas of
the network (and here GRIDSOL might be preferable), while can be critical in areas where the short circuit
currents are already close to the maximum acceptable values stressing the equipment withstand (and
here the SRH might limit the impact).
During the dynamic simulations, GRIDSOL and SRH configuration showed a similar behaviour, able to fulfil
the main requirements relevant to Fault Ride Through capability requirement. The settings of the control
systems have a significant impact on the power plants response to voltage variations, enabling a faster or
slower reaction with more or less oscillations. The optimal settings shall be defined during the detailed
analysis for the connection of a real plant to a particular PCC, taking into account the specific requirements
that the network operator might have. It is expected that SRH is able to offer higher flexibility due to the
fact that the reaction to the faults is fully controlled by power electronics, while synchronous generators
have some physical constraints. On the other hand, GRIDSOL can offer a better dynamic behaviour with
respect to the sudden frequency variations, as the ST and the GT have a real inertia while SRH can only
use a fast control of the production to simulate the same behaviour (synthetic inertia).
As far as the harmonic disturbance is concerned, a tool has been developed to allow the calculation2 of
the worst voltage distortion with a conservative approach which also deals with the fact that the harmonic
response of the network is not known in detail. A quantitative evaluation of the SRH behaviour has been
carried out considering data from real harmonic spectra of the currents injected in the grid by real
converters. SRH has been chosen as conservative case because the presence of synchronous generators
in GRIDSOL configuration makes it less prone to current and voltage harmonic distortion. Assuming two
different characteristic PCC (representing one strong and one weak point of the network) and two SRH
configurations, it turns out that no critical conditions are expected which might impede the development
of these power plants. It is also to be underlined that, on one hand technology is continuously improving
and, on the other hand if any issue is detected during the design phase of the plant, solutions can be
implemented with proper filters, to keep the disturbance lower than the required thresholds.

2

Supported by DIgSILENT PowerFactory
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Finally, in order to summarize the outcomes of the GRIDSOL/SRH assessment in the European
transmission network and to identify advantages and disadvantages of the different technologies, a final
table is presented where marks have been assigned to the generators and the power plants, according to
their behaviour with respect to some relevant issues:
•
•
•

a plus (+) has been put in case a technology is able to offer a positive contribution or shows a
behaviour much better than the others;
a minus (-) means that the technology presents some problems to face the issue and to support the
system in that particular condition;
a circle (o) represents a behaviour in the middle of the two previous positions or the fact that the
issue is not relevant for the technology under analysis. It is assigned also when there are no significant
differences among the technologies, and each one can be deemed acceptable as the others.

T ABLE 5: A DVANTAGES AND DISADV ANTAGES OF DIFFERENT

TECHNOLOGIES AND PLANT CONFIGURATIONS

Capability

ST

GT

PV

WIND

BESS

GRIDSOL

SRHL

Power Flow analysis

+

+

-

-

+

+

-

Voltage support and capability

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

weak network: need for SC power

+

+

-

-

-

+

-

strong network: limit to SC power

-

-

+

+

+

-

+

Fault-Ride Through capability

o

o

+

o

+

o

+

Control of Voltage at PCC

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Power frequency support in
case of generation/load loss

+

+

-

-

o

+

-

Critical Clearing Time

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Power Quality

o

o

-

-

o

o

-

Sub-synchronous Torsional
Interaction and Subsynchronous resonance

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Short Circuit Analysis

A qualitative comparison of the benefits of GRIDSOL/SRH configuration, which involves a centralized
management thanks to DOME, with respect to a distributed solution with the same characteristics in
terms of installed capacity and technologies has been also performed and the main conclusions are
reported below.
As far as a distributed configuration is concerned, the major benefits would be related to the possibility
to stay closer to the load and the possibility to install the capacity in the best locations for each technology,
independently from the others. When the production is close to the load, the system incurs in less power
transmission over long distances and therefore system losses might be reduced, contributing to the RES
penetration increase. In addition, the load factor of the involved renewable generation might be better
because it is possible to install the PV/CSP power plant where the irradiation is higher and the wind turbine
where the wind density is better. On the other hand, in a distributed configuration without a centralized
coordination of the different generators, the ability to support the system during the operation, with the
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possibility to control the power flows and to have a proper real-time reaction to adverse events, is less
effective than in a centralized set-up such as the GRIDSOL/SRH one. This last case in fact makes it possible
to achieve other advantages. First of all, as already mentioned, a centralized control is much more
effective and reliable, and this circumstance allows the power plant to participate to the Ancillary Services
Market offering flexible services to the Transmission System Operator (it is important to mention that in
all European market a minimum bid size constraint exists to get the authorization to participate to the
ASM). A centralized power plant can also ensure higher firmness of its production, better sticking to its
forecasts, for two main reasons: first, for a big power plant is easier to obtain more reliable production
forecasts with respect to a decentralized configuration, for example by investing more on proper tools
with better accuracy; secondly, possible aleatory forecast errors of PV or wind can be compensated more
effectively by changing the production of some other component (for example the thermal power plant
or the storage system). Furthermore, for a centralized system it is possible to set proper control
parameters during the design phase in order to ensure the desired static and dynamic response to events
in the power systems while, on the contrary, for a decentralized configuration typically only a standard
response can be set because of the smaller size of the different involved generators. This condition makes
a centralized configuration preferable for the Transmission System Operation and allows supporting the
system with more flexible services. In addition, the coupling between renewable power plants and storage
system in the same connection point can increase the amount of RES generation that can be installed
(hosting capacity) and the capacity factor of the whole power plant, and system reinforcement planning
can be better optimized by the Transmission System Operator in presence of centralized and more flexible
generation.
A quantitative evaluation of the impact of the BESS on the power peak of the whole plant and on the
hosting capacity at the PCC has been carried out on the basis of the performed investigations on the SRH
flexible configurations also presented in D5.6. The analysis showed that the BESS present in the examined
configurations allows a reduction of the peak power output of the power plants quantifiable in 5-11 %
with no energy production curtailment. This reduction would correspond to the possibility to install a
comparable amount of additional RES generation at the same PCC (higher hosting capacity) keeping the
same level of maximum injected power. The relative improvement of the hosting capacity could further
increase in case a limited (for example 1%) value of energy curtailment is accepted. The results obtained
in the analysis are summarized in Table 6. It is worth mentioning that the positive impact of the BESS over
hosting capacity is strictly related to the BESS sizing itself, that affects also the flexibility performances of
the configurations. In fact, as discussed in D5.4 and D5.6, the case of Portugal represents the best
performing one in terms of BESS flexibility, intended as ability of the storage to displace energy along the
day and it is characterized by a BESS size to installed capacity ratio of about 20 % and by 7 hours of BESS
capacity. Different BESS technical characteristics, as larger BESS size and capacity, could affect in a positive
way the hosting capacity, but - on the contrary – would negatively impact the configuration profitability
due to higher investment cost.
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T ABLE 6 P EAK POWER REDUCTION DUE TO BESS PRESENCE . C ASE OF NO RES CURTAILMENT

SRH flexible
Spain
France
Greece
Italy
Portugal

PV+Wind peak
power [MW]
170
74
58
78
108

BESS installed
capacity [MW]
18
64
81
10
21

Peak Power with
BESS [MW]
158
66
55
74
96

Peak Power
Reduction [%]
8%
11%
5%
6%
11%

With the increasing development of communication technologies and lowering the associated costs, it is
possible that in future also generators distributed in a wide area might be controlled, at least partially, to
coordinate their behavior in the power system, both in the day-ahead planning and in the real time
operation. In this context, part of the shortcomings of the distributed configuration listed above might be
overcome, improving the overall behavior of the set of generators. Even assuming a high level of
controllability of generators located in different part of the network, it is anyway not realistic to have the
same control and the same effectiveness with respect to a centralized configuration. The real time
operation is in fact generally easier and more viable for the Transmission System Operator when dealing
with big power plants which dispatching changes can really affect system power flows.
Finally, it is important to underline that the positive impact that a centralized GRIDSOL/SRH configuration
can provide strongly depends on the installed capacity considered. Strengths and weaknesses listed above
are therefore maximized when considering big centralized power plant, while, on the other side, the
impact on the system of a small centralized GRIDSOL/SRH configuration is not so different with respect to
a decentralized one.

3.2. S ENSITIVITIES
In each country, the configurations granting the highest GMI value have been selected and used for
further sensitivity analyses of the GRIDSOL/SRH profitability, aiming at assessing the impact of:
•
•
•
•

Different scenario (specifically, the Distributed Generation scenario);
Change of fuel and CO2 costs;
Variation of investment costs: possible reduction of BESS and CSP costs has been considered in the
economic analysis;
Change of GRIDSOL technical operating conditions: removal of the constraint that at least one
synchronous generator should be always in operation.

As expected, GRIDSOL/SRH profitability strongly depends on the expected daily average market prices
and on the expected investment costs (particularly of the most expensive technologies, BESS and CSP).
For example, in the Distributed Generation scenario a 28% reduction in the average market price is
expected in Spain due to different scenario assumptions: this reduction is responsible for a lower
profitability for both GRIDSOL and SRH configurations that can be quantified in a reduction in the total
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revenues (and therefore in the Gross Margin Index) around 35%. On the contrary, focusing once again on
the GRIDSOL configuration in Spain, a cost reduction by 30% of the CSP component leads to an increase
in the project profitability by nearly 20%.
As regard the change of GRIDSOL technical operating conditions, the removal of the constraint that one
synchronous generator at least should be always in operation, allows to focus the production of both Gas
Turbine and Steam Turbine on the periods with highest energy price and decrease it when less profitable,
consequently increasing the final Gross Margin Index. It’s important to underline that the higher
profitability on the Day Ahead Market is reflected in a lower availability of flexible services that can be
provided to the system.
Finally, the case with a high number of GRIDSOL and SRH plants installed in the target Countries has been
considered to verify both the impact on their own profitability and benefits for the overall European
system (the so called Socio Economic Welfare). The main outcome of the analysis, discussed in D5.4 are
summarized in Table 7, that allows comparing the impact of the installation on more configurations in the
five target countries. As a result, it has be found that the installation of a higher number of GRIDSOL and
SRH plants would have a positive impact over the Social Economic Welfare and CO2 emission reduction.
In some cases (SRHL and SRHF), the expected Socio Economic Welfare increase is higher than the total
Investment Costs (ΔSEW/IC > 100%).

SEW [M€]

CO2 reduction
[Mton/year]

ΔSEW/IC

TOT more GRIDSOL

486

1.9

84%

TOT more SRHL

381

1.2

173%

TOT more SRHF

442

1.6

114%

T ABLE 7: SEW INCREASE AND CO 2 REDUCTION WITH RESP ECT TO THE TOTAL I NVESTMENT C OST

Deeper analysis on the development of the European power systems in 2030 and beyond are foreseen in
WP7, which evaluates the impact of GRIDSOL/SRH on the whole system.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
This document summarized the activities carried out during the execution of WP5 and the main outcomes
related to the economic performances and the electric behaviour of the GRIDSOL/SRH power plants when
connected to the European Continental Transmission network.
Calculation of the expected profitability, together with grid studies (static, dynamic and power quality
analysis), have been carried out for the connection of GRIDSOL/SRH power plant in the countries of
interest (Spain, Portugal, France, Italy and Greece).
The profitability of the different configurations has been assessed by means of the market tool MSG
developed by CESI during the activities. The key performance indicator used to identify the most profitable
configuration is the Gross Margin Index (GMI) that depends on the revenues of the power plant from
Day Ahead Market and Ancillary Services Market (evaluated from simulations) and investment costs.
Results show that – taking into account only the economic return of the owner – in all the target countries
the SRHL power plant configuration with PV, wind turbines and a minimum set of BESS offers a higher
profitability than a similar set up with more BESS (SRHF) or the GRIDSOL power plant with the CSP part,
the Steam Turbine, the Thermal storage and the additional Gas Turbine. This result confirms that, from
an economic point of view, the flexibility of the SRHF and GRIDSOL power plants is not convenient as the
additional revenues achieved do not cover the higher investment costs, and the main driver for the
profitability of the power plants is represented by the low cost of produced energy (LCOE).
On the other side, additional benefits from flexible services that power plants can provide to the system
can’t be ignored in the analysis and they were better evaluated from a technical point of view during the
grid studies. The evaluation of the electrical behaviour in static and dynamic conditions, where possible
also summarized in proper KPIs, showed that the higher flexibility possible thanks to the bigger BESS or
the presence of the CSP with the Thermal Storage can offer higher value to the system in terms of Ancillary
Services.
From static analysis it is possible to quantify how much GRIDSOL/SRH plants are able to modify the power
flows locally, contributing to the reduction of possible overloads without wasting renewable energy. This
feature, if properly exploited, when needed, through a coordinated usage of control systems, can help
system operators managing the local network and avoid possible curtailments or expensive redispatching
of the generation. Moreover, GRIDSOL/SRH plants show a good P-Q capability, and this enable supporting
a local voltage control in the network. Finally, the results of short circuit calculation presents different
possible contributions of the plants depending on their configuration (in general, GRIDSOL provide higher
currents due to the presence of synchronous generators), and the evaluation of the best solution in
specific locations depends on whether the area is already characterized by low or high short circuit
currents.
As far as the dynamic behaviour of the plants is concerned, all the simulations showed a good response
to faults, fulfilling the main requirements set at the European level.
Finally, a deep analysis of the harmonic disturbance caused by the SRH (deemed more critical with respect
to this issue due to the presence of static generators only) has been performed. Thanks to the developed
tool which allows a conservative analysis in this feasibility stage, even in absence of detailed information
about the real PCC where the plants will be connected, it is possible to state that no critical situations are
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expected, especially for characteristic low-order harmonics. In case during the detailed design of the
plants some problems are detected, it is anyway possible to include proper filters which are able to reduce
the distortion below the required thresholds.
Advantages and disadvantages of GRIDSOL/SRH centralized configurations with respect to the same
amount of generation installed distributed in the power system are discussed, and the GRIDSOL/SRH
set-up connected to a single PCC might be considered a preferable solution with respect to a decentralized
one both from a TSO and an investor point of view. However, a detailed analysis of each single case,
assessing the specific advantages and disadvantages of the possible configurations, is necessary to
determine the best one.
At the end of the performed analyses, it is possible to state that the feasibility evaluation of GRIDSOL/SRH
power plants did not detect major issues which may impede their connection to the system. Among the
different configurations evaluated, the best profitability is expected by the ones with the highest share of
PV, which on the other hand offer less flexible services to the power system. The other power plant design
configurations allow a better and wider control of the generation and an active role also in the regulation
services, but the higher investment costs necessary for the bigger storage systems (batteries or thermal
in case of CSP) are expected not to be fully paid back by the additional revenues achievable with such
services. The electrical behaviour is generally positive, with better performances ensured by the flexible
configurations and in particular by GRIDSOL thanks to the presence of synchronous generators.
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